
TMPSS- Temporo Mandibular Pressure Sensor System

Scope:

Bite force plays a major role in dental health related to Temporo mandibular joint (TMJ) and
orthodontic corrective procedures. An irregular pattern or bite force can cause serious
problems to TMJ respectfully. Improper pressure exerted within the upper and lower jaws can
cause deformation of TMJ leading to severe pain and joint degeneration.

Existing Methods:

Several methods are existing to monitor the human bite force. These pressure monitors gives
data about the pressure applied by each tooth. Gnathodynamometer is an instrument which is
used to find pressure exerted by one single tooth. This device engages a strain gauge
embedded on a cantilever. Where when the cantilever is applied pressure by biting force,
there is a deformation in the structure of it. This deformation is sensed by the strain gauge
which is embedded on the side of the cantilever. Hence the pressure applied during bite is
found. Figure 1 shows the construction of Gnathodynamometer

Figure 1

Similarly T-Scan is a device which is used in recent times to monitor the bite force within the
upper and lower jaws. This device cumulatively collects data about the pressure exerted
during bite with respect to TMJ. This device gets the total pressure applied in the TMJ joint.
The pressure valued is also mapped as 2D graphs using GUI software. This gives a pictorial
representation of the pressure maps. This uses a separate sensor as shown in figure 2  for each
patient to monitor the bite force.

Figure 2

Proposed Method:

In occlusal pressure monitoring, the Gnathodynamometer monitors bite force of one single
tooth while the T-Scan device monitors a cumulative force exerted along the jaw axis. In
such case finding the bite force of all the teeth’s with consolidating the pressure of TMJ is
been a major drawback in the existing systems. So, such a device could be prototyped which
will be capable of finding the pressure applied in each and every tooth and cumulatively
calculating the pressure at TMJ.

Technology Involved:

This new method of calculating Temporo mandibular and occlusal pressure can be prototyped
using flexible polymeric force resistive sensor. An array of sensors could be used in the place
of each and every tooth to monitor the pressure discreetly.
The block diagram figure 3(a) shows the architecture of the Temporo mandibular and
occlusal pressure detection monitor works with array of sensors which is subjected to



pressure, the data is taken and amplified for convenience the data acquisition units uses gets
the data and process it as a viewable variables. The display is used to view the value of
pressure applied on biting. Force resistive sensors are used as the input device shown in
figure 3(b) which are placed in a array. They are both small and flexible. Which could also be
tailor made with industry support.

Figure 3(a)

Figure 3(b)

Funds:

S.No Description Cost
1 Sensors 50000
2 Amplifier 20000
3 Data Acquisition module 60000
4 Control units 55000
5 Display modules- 30000
6 Software supports 80000
7 PCB- cast and fabrication 40000
8 Anonymous 45000


